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PAST EVENTS 
Wednesday August 25th - Breakfast meet - Holloways 

Glasshouse café, Suckley. WR6  5DE. 10:00 a.m. 

 
Another pleasant gathering at this excellent café. 

Good company, good conversation and some nice 

machinery. The brunch and breakfast events have 

been a popular addition to our events calendar. 

Bill Danks’ smart 1960 250cc Greeves 24 DB (above) 

and Paul Jameson’s magnificent 1936 997cc Ariel 

Square Four (below). Just 2 of the bikes at Holloways. 

 

Sunday September 5th – 9:30 a.m. at the Cob House 

Café, Wichenford, WR6 6YE – The Worcester TT. 

David Payne was awarded the “Spirit of the Event” 

award for riding his exquisite 1915 225cc “Baby” 

Triumph. We wholeheartedly applaud David for 

riding a bike that would normally only be seen in a 

museum and never on the road. 

 

 
This is not the only beautiful early Triumph that David 

owns, we ran the story of his 1912 Triumph “Free 

Engine” Model in our newsletter - Issue 47-3 – April 

2020. You can find it along with all our back-issues 
here on the section website. 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/ 

mailto:herefordVMCC@outlook.com
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/


 

 

North Birminham member Paul Harris turned out on 

his beautiful 1931 250cc Velocette GTP, it’s petrol 

tank proudly displaying the model’s TT pedigree.  

 
Paul is another with “previous” in our newsletter. His 

Rotax-engined Matchless G80 was covered in issue 

44 – Feb 2020. (see link to newsletter archive above). 

 

Thursday 9th Sep – The Black Mountain Run. 

A soggy forecast kept most people tucked up in the 

garage, which was a great shame as, after 20 

minutes of light rain, the intrepid band of brothers 

had a dry mild day with the occasional glimpse of 

sunshine. Gary Jones had planned an excellent route 

taking in the much-hyped A4069 “Black Mountain 

pass” (note the singular here – this is a very different 

place to the Black Mountains, high above Hay.) 

 

Is it worthy of the hype? Probably, particularly the 

section of open hill between Llangadoc and Upper 

Brynamman. Here the road has a good surface, 

plenty of interesting and varied bends with excellent 

visibility. Well worth the effort, but be warned, as 

since the sainted Jeremy gave it his blessing, it is very 

popular at the weekends.  

 
After a very traditional “Welsh” lunch of Cawl 

(Google it!) at the spectacular Castle Carreg 

Cennen, Gary’s route took us over both of the Eppynt 

Ranges roads. For my money, they’re every bit as 

good as the A4069 and on this occasion, came with 

the bonus of being devoid of traffic. A pleasant run 

through Upper Chapel took us back to Brecon Canal 

Basin to complete a splendid day out. Memo to self 

– take a day to visit Castle Carreg Cennen and find 

out more about its fascinating history. 

 
Tuesday 14th Sep – 11:00 a.m. Brunch ride-in - 

Seasons Café, Caersws, SY17 5SA. 

The second visit to this excellent café was well 

attended, underlining the popularity of these 

informal “ride-ins”. Trevor Pritchard’s rare and eye-

catching  1965 Wards Riverside 175cc Benelli 

Scrambler enlivened everyone’s day. These pretty 

bikes were sold in America by Montgomery Ward 

mail order under the ”Wards Riverside” logo. Seems 

a trifle weird to us, but outside of the metropolitan 

centres, where bike shops were few and far 

between, it was an important route to market for 

many manufacturers. I believe Montgomery Wards 

mail order competitor Sears Roebuck sold a similar 

machine, but I am happy to be corrected by anyone 

who can tell us a bit more. 

  
This bike was originally imported by Staffordshire’s DK 

motorcycles with just 2,400 miles on the clock then  

sold on to a customer who just didn’t get round to 

restoring it. Trevor bought it and completed this 

excellent restoration. 

 



 

 

The Ward’s Riverside Benelli was to have been 

Trevor’s mount for Herefordshire on the Edge 2021, 

but he decided that it didn’t have enough 

shakedown miles on it, and he opted to ride another 

Benelli – a 1975 2C 250cc twin. Perhaps we might see 

the pretty little Scrambler in Herefordshire on the 

Edge 2022.   

 

Sunday Sep 19th – 10:30a.m.  - Café Racer ride  

15 riders logged on at the start to tackle the 60 mile 

route and 13 made it to the finish to collect their 

stickers. Rob Woodford surprised us all by rocking up 

on his recently acquired 1962 250cc Cotton 

Continental, complete with sea-boot socks and silk 

scarf. (seen below at the top of Ankerdine). 

Rob has constructed an excellent period piece from 

these rather unpromising beginnings.  

The Villiers 2T 

powered Cotton, 

wasn’t everyone’s 

idea of a café 

racer, but along 

with machines like 

the Francis Barnett 

Cruiser ’91 and the 

Norman B4 Sport it 

was the stuff of 

dreams for those 

sixties teenagers 

intent on owing 

a British bike. I 

do recall feeling 

these strange 

urges myself, 

until a first ride  

on the game-

changing CB92 

Honda Benley – 

love at first sight!  

 

Another machine in the true café racer tradition was 

Dave Mead’s mighty 1959 Norvin. This well travelled 

special was acquired by David about 7 years ago, 

from its original 

builder. A 1951 

Rapide engine is 

neatly grafted 

into a  1959 

Norton “wideline” 

frame and it 

really looks like it 

grew there. After 

narrowly avoiding 

a “head-on”, 

David took it off 

the road until he 

could find a 

better front 

brake. He finally 

opted for this 

complete front 

end from Deeprose, which gave him the stopping 

power he needed. We are not the only ones to 

admire the bike, it has won the “Best used Café 

Racer” award at the  “Rocker's Reunion” at London’s 

legendary Ace Café. 

Keiron Spencer’s wonderful Hailwood replica Honda 

4 attracted lots of attention. 

 



 

 

Built by Keirnon and his Dad Mike (seen above on his 

Tiger Cub), pictures don’t do justice to this beautiful 

bike. Let’s hope we see it again on section events. 

The Café Racer ride will definitely form part of our 

2022 Calendar. We hope to engage machines and 

riders from all over the West Midlands, Powys, South 

Wales, Shropshire and Glucestershire, perhaps 

working with Dom’s bike stop to hold a barbecue 

and music event on the Saturday evening. 

 

Wednesday Sep 22nd Breakfast meet - The Potting 

Shed, Kirby's Yard, Whitchurch, Ross-on-Wye. 

A bright sunny day brought out a good crowd and 

some wonderful bikes. David Payne made the 40 

mile return journey on another of his wonderful old 

Triumphs – this time a 1920 model “H”.  

 
If you say it quickly, it’s easy to gloss over the date of 

manufacture, but just think about this for a second. 

This bike is more than a centruy old and thanks to 

David is in immaculate condition and still being 

ridden. 

Terry Pickering brought on a serious attack of “Bike-

envy” by turning up on his new toy – a 1936 Brough 

Superior SS80.   
We had riders from Ludlow, Rhayader, Abergavenny, 

and Malvern, but furthest travelled by far, was Bob 

Nutter, who left his Welwyn Garden city home on his 

trusty 1938 BSA B31 at 5:00 a.m. just ‘cos he fancied 

a day out!  Its so good to see people using these 

bikes for the purpose for which they were designed. 

The food was good and all the better for being 

served on china crockery – Its definitely in the 

calendar for ’22.  

 
 

FUTURE EVENTS 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Sep 23rd- 25th – 3 day 

auction of motorcycle memorabilia, petroliana, 

spares and motrocycles – HJ Pugh Hazle Meadows, 

Ledbury , HR8 2LP 

Yes, you did read it correctly, this is a 3-day auction 

rather than the 

usual 2. Day one, 

the Thursday is 

given over to 516 

lots of Petroliana, 

Automobilia, 

Enamel Signs, 

Motorcycle & 

Motoring Literature 

and tools. Some 

rare 2 gallon petrol 

cans and some 

interesting  cast 

road signs will 

surely part the 

bidders from their 

money. Not quite 

sure why, but I 

would like to own this one! Inexplicably, I am drawn 

to this family of Castrol oil cans. Why? 

 
Days 2 & 3, Friday and Saturday, feature the things 

we know and love about these Pugh’s auctions. 

Boxes of rusty spares of uncertain or unkown origin 

the function of which is known only to the 

knowledgeable “few” sit alongside the widest range 

of  motorcycles to be found at any UK auction house. 

Low sellers and buyers commissions, a “no-nonsense” 

approach to selling and a superb facility make these 

sales a mecca for old bike enthusiasts.  

 
This rare 1950 Vincent Meteor stands head and 

shoulders above the other 200 lots in the sale. Largely 

original, but fitted with the later “Girdraulic” front fork 

usually found on the Comet, rather than the more  

traditional Brampton girder forks  it comes with V5 

and Craven panniers. Slightly scruffy – or should that 

be well-patinated, it should make its new owner very 

happy. Whilst prices for the more exotic Vincent 



 

 

“Vee” twins have stalled or even reduced, prices for 

the singles have strengthened in recent times. Don’t 

be surprised if this one exceeds £15k.  

 
There is plenty to interest those of us with shallower 

pockets, like this fine looking 1979 Honda XL500S. 

Once described by US magazine ‘Cycle World’ as 

“… the perfect dual purpose bike”, these OHC 4-

valve 34hp singles really do what they say on the tin. 

If one might be allowed some teensy weensy 

criticism, the front brake might be bigger and they 

have a reputation for being “quirky” to start when 

hot. Would I buy one? Every time!  

 

This “ready-to-go”1930 600cc Scott Squirrel, with an 

engine recently re-built  by Scott guru Ken Lack will 

attract the bidders – Scotts always have a strong 

following. 

 If you’re looking for something a little more 

traditional, this Triumph 1958 3TA “Bathtub” 350cc. 

1958 should scrub up well. Requiring re-

commissioning, but said to  come with a transferable 

plate, keys, a V5 and buff log book, it could be 

cheap as these 350s are always overshadowed by 

the bigger engined Triumphs. 

 
You can find the complete catalogues on Pugh’s 

website. If you can’t bid in person, then you can bid 

on-line. http://www.hjpugh.com/index.shtml  

 

Sunday Sep 26th The Levis Cup (Road) Trial starts at 

The Lenchford Inn, Shrawley, Worcs. WR6 6TB.  

 
Organised by the North Birmingham section, The 

Levis Cup Trial (incorporating the Marjorie Cottle 

Trophy Trial), became a VMCC event in 1954 and has 

run with few exceptions every year since. It remains 

one of the few “Time Limit” events in the VMCC 

calendar and is always oversubscribed. Strictly 

limited to pre-’65 machines, it is a great opportunity 

to see some wonderful 2 and 3 wheelers. Riders 

depart at minute intervals from 10:01 and take lunch 

at The Squirrel, Foldgate Lane, Ludlow. SY8 1LP, 

before returning to the finish at The Lenchford Inn. 

 

Sunday October 3rd – Ride to the Mid-Wales bike 

show at Pant-y-dwr near Rhayader – SHOW 

CANCELLED – THERE WILL BE NO RIDE. 

 

Thursday October 7th - 13:30 AFTERNOON RIDE!! - 

"Let there be dragons" 

A couple of hours around the lanes of NE 

Herefordshire, starting and finishing at Bringsty 

Common café WR6 5UJ. Why not have lunch there?

  

Thursday Oct 7th 19:30 – Club night West - The 

Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR. 

All existing and intending members welcome. 

Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends 

and like-minded others. 

 

Tuesday Oct 12th – 11:00 a.m. Brunch ride-in - Kirsty's 

Café, New Street, Bishop's Castle SY9 5DQ. Just meet 

up for Brunch (morning coffee if you prefer), choose 

your own route there and back. There are some 

great roads on the way to Bishops Castle and this 

could be just the excuse you need to ride them! 

 

NEW EVENT  
Thursday Oct 14th - Trail ride. Meet at Regent House, 

filling station, Clyro HR3 5SB at 10:00 for a 10:30 start. 
A 40 mile route over unclassified roads and small 

lanes. Off-road tyres are strongly recommended and 

the route is not ideal for novices. Full details will be 

available nearer the time and the route will be 

posted as a GPX file to the section website. 

http://www.hjpugh.com/index.shtml


 

 

Sunday Oct 17th - Ride to Bredon Hill and 

Winchcombe meet at Ledbury Market Hall, 3 High 

St, Ledbury, HR8 1DS at 10:00 for a 10:30 start 

You can join the ride at the coffee stop at the Queen 

Elizabeth Inn,  Main St, Elmley Castle, WR10 3HS. 

 
Lunch will be at the Corner Cupboard pub in 

Winchcombe. 

 

Thursday Oct 21st - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon 

Mordiford. HR1 4LW 

All existing and intending members welcome. 

Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends 

and like-minded others.  

 

Wednesday Oct 27th - 10:00 prompt - Breakfast 

meet - The Lion, Leintwardine SY7 0JZ. Just meet up 

for breakfast, no organised ride. Choose your own 

route there and back.  

 

TELFORD RETURNS TO ITS TRADITIONAL VENUE 

AND DATE 

The Classic Dirt Bike Show, will return to its proper 

home at the proper time of year! If classic off-road is 

your thing, don’t miss this one and make a note in 

your diary for Feb 12th & 13th 2022 The Telford 

International Centre TF3 4JH 

  

 

“MISSILE FROM THE EAST” – GOOD NEWS 
If you missed this excellent SKY documentary on 

Friday 19th, it will be 

shown again on the 

SKY DOCUMENTARY 

Channel, Friday 24th at 

21:00 – I believe this is 

channel 277 or 278. 

‘Missile from the East’ 

tells the story of the 

dramatic defection to 

the West in 1961 of 

East German MZ rider 

Ernst Degner and his 

family. A superstar in 

his own country, Degner had narrowly failed to win 

the 1960 World 125cc title on the deeply 

unfashionable but indecently fast East German 

machine and was heading the championship when 

it “seized” at the Swedish Grand Prix. Degner 

disappeared after 

the race and 

emerged only after 

his wife and children 

had been safely 

smuggled to the 

West. Degner 

immediately began 

work with Suzuki in the autumn of 1961 and moved to 

their Japanese HQ in Hamamatsu. Using the 

knowledge of MZ’s  chief engineer, Walter Kaaden, 

Degner  was a major factor in transforming Suzuki’s 2-

stroke machinery and wining Suzuki’s first ever world 

title in the 50cc class in 1962 and picking up their first 

TT win in the same class. The story beyond that 

championship is no less intriguing and is well told in 

the film. Lots of old footage, eye-witness accounts 

and a healthy dose of Murray Walker – what more 

could you ask for? A must watch. 

 

“COMPASS” AND “CWMPAS” RIDES  
Whilst it is too late for the Herefordshire based 

“Compass” ride for this year, you can still attempt its 

Welsh cousin, “Cwmpas”, which remains open until 

October 3rd. “Cwmpas” takes you to some of the 

greatest views in  Mid-Wales’ and uses the finest and 

most challenging roads.  

Badges, stickers and certificates will be sent out in 

mid-October. Please be sure that you have sent your 

completed waypoint sheets to the event organisers. 

You can find everything you need to know about this 

tough riders’ event, here on our website.  

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/current-year/ 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/current-year/


 

 

UNDER £1000 
Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to 

ride away, with current V5Cs and  MOTs (where required) 

for less than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before 

Jan 1st 1996). 

 
Offered for sale on Facebook market place for £995, 

this 1989 Honda 750 VFR-K comes with 12 months 

MOT and new batteries and tyres. It has covered at 

least 60,000 miles (the speedo has stopped working!), 

but that shouldn’t put you off. Adored by an army of 

loyal owners these 750 V4s are one the best bikes 

Honda ever made. If you’ve never owned one you 

should try it. The only obvious downside to this one is 

that it’s in the Isle of Wight.  

 
For the same money you could be the owner of this 

1967 MZ ES175/2, with its “Marmite” styling. It was 

recently imported from Bulgaria but is now UK 

registered on an “E” plate. Much rarer than their 

250cc cousins, the 175s are still capable little 

runabouts and would be well-suited to our local 

roads. 

According to the vendor, this one has had plenty of 

work including a 12v conversion. Said to start and run 

well, with good clutch and gearbox, it would seem 

to have some work still left for its new owner.  
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual 

selling prices and are correct at the time of writing. We 

have not verified any of the details vendors have used in 

their advertising – that must be your responsibility. 

 

ESSENTIAL READING – CLASSIC RACER AND 

CLASSIC DIRT BIKE 
If you haven’t discovered either of these two titles 

and you’re into classic off-road or classic race bikes, 

then your life is clearly incomplete! Both are 

published quarterly by Mortons and both feature a 

wide range of machines and eras, so it is rare not to 

find something you’re passionate about. Articles are 

usually well researched,  well written and supported 

with excellent photos. 
The current issue of ‘Classic Racer’ has features on 

“Rocket” Ron Haslam, Steve Parish, the BMW RS54 

and an extensive piece on the Laverda 1000cc V6 

Endurance racer.  

Its off-road sister 

publication offers 

excellent pieces on a 

special G80 CS 

Matchless, early UK CZ 

moto-crossers and a 

1981 Armstrong (or is it a 

1981 CCM?) Slightly 

more UK based then 

‘Classic Racer’, ‘Classic 

Dirt Bike’ always features 

a couple of on-going 

restorations, usually by 

editor Tim Britton – a real 

person, who makes real 

mistakes and blunders 

into problems just like the 

rest of us. Reading his 

articles always leaves me 

feeling  better about my 

clumsy efforts in the “The Ham & Fist Garage”. 

 

ETHANOL AND E10 FUEL 
As of 1st September 2021, the standard for 95 octane 

UK fuel changed from E5, 

containing up to 5% 

BioEthanol, to E10 which 

can contain  up to 10%. 

Did the world end for you? 

Are the roads choked with 

abandoned vehicles? Is 

your old petrol mower 

sulking in the shed? 

Despite the dire warnings, none of these things 

happened. On the morning of the introduction, even 

the BBC ran a piece advising you what to do if you 



 

 

foolishly filled up your older vehicle with E10. It 

seemed that this was almost as bad as putting diesel 

in your petrol tank. 

The truth is that an accidental or enforced top-up 

with E10 will not cause any immediate or lasting 

damage. The problems are in the long term and 

through continued use of E10, so what  might we 

expect?  

SOLVENT 

Ethanol is a solvent and can damage some rubber, 

plastic and fibreglass components, such as seals, fuel 

lines, filters and fibreglass petrol tanks – clearly not a 

good thing! The answer here is to replace vulnerable 

items with so-called “ethanol proof” materials. Such 

materials are freely available and not expensive. The 

answer for fibre-glass fuel tanks is not so clear and 

more expensive solutions, like metal replacements 

might be the only way. 

ABSORBS WATER 

Ethanol is also hygroscopic, which means it absorbs 

water from the atmosphere. this will lead to a higher 

level of condensation forming inside petrol tanks and 

possibly carburettors. This could cause light rust if your 

bike (or lawn mower) is left unused for long periods. 

The answer is to use the machines regularly or, to 

drain tanks for the winter – already a common 

practice for many classic bike owners.  

LEANER MIXTURE? 

Ethanol contains approximately 35% oxygen by 

weight and will therefore result in a leaner fuel 

mixture when blended into petrol. Petrol containing 

10% ethanol for example, would result in a mixture-

leaning effect equivalent to approximately 2.6%, 

which may be felt as a power loss, driveability issues 

(hesitations, flat spots, stalling), but also could 

contribute to slightly hotter running. Adjusting mixture 

strength (enrichment) to counter this problem might 

be necessary to maintain performance, driveability 

and protect the engine from overheating and knock 

at high loads. 

Are we worried about nothing, or will the more dire 

predictions come to pass? Remember that, for us 

owners of older vehicles, the world was going to end 

with the introduction of “Unleaded”. As far as I know, 

the world seems pretty much the same.  

ADDITIVES 

A  number of products have emerged, which claim 

to offset the perils of E10. One such, offered by Millers, 

a very reputable company endorsed by the FBHVC 

is pushing its VSPe Power Plus additive 

“Recommended for all classic engines previously 

requiring leaded fuel and now running on unleaded 

fuel.…it is an ‘all in one’, multi-shot, petrol fuel 

treatment providing ethanol protection, lead 

replacement and an octane improver….” Will it 

work? Who knows? 

E5 AVAILABILITY 

On a more cheery note, 97/98 octane “Super” fuels - 

designated E5 (max 5% BioEthanol) should be around 

for at least the next 5 

years. All filling stations 

stocking 2 grades of 

petrol and selling more 

than a million litres of fuel 

a year will be obliged to 

stock 97/98 octane / E5 

fuel. The downside is that 

these fuels typically carry 

a premium of £0.12 per 

litre! 

In my local area, 

Newtown Cross garage 

offers both E5 and E10, although you need to get 

close to the pump to figure out which pumps offer 

which grades. I topped up at Ross on the A40 and 

they  had E5. If you let us know which of your local 

stations are stocking E5 fuel, we will publish them in 

future newsletters.  

 

EVENTS CALENDAR FOR 2022 
We are in the process of developing the events 

calendar for 2022, so now is a great time to tell us 

what you think. What is it that makes you come on 

section events, what is it that puts you off? What do 

you think is missing from the calendar, what do we 

have too much of and what is in short supply. Please 

use the address at the top of Page 1 to let us know 

your thoughts. 

We are working closely with the Worcestershire and 

North Birmingham sections to try to avoid clashes 

and to support each other’s  high profile events. 

 

VMCC MEMBERS’ INSURANCE SCHEME 
The Club’s new 

insurance 

scheme was 

launched in a 

blaze of 

publicity back 

in August and 

has now been 

running for a 

couple of 

months, so 

some of you will 

have tried it out. It is claimed to be “Price tested by 

the VMCC against three key competitors and proven 

to be best value in 88% of sample cases” Did it work 

for you? Did it save you money? Did you get more 

cover for the same money or perhaps you got the 

same cover for less? Perhaps you might like to share 

your experiences. My insurance is due for renewal in 

October and I intend to seek quotes on a strict 

“apples for apples” basis from all they key players. I 

am really interested to see what happens. 

 

 
Updates and other stuff can be found on our 

Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.  

https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire 

 

SECTION WEBSITE  
You can find almost everything you need to know 

about our section and its activities on our website.  

Why not take a look? 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

